The possibility of grafting between conducting polymers, like polypyrrole (PPy) and polyaniline (PAn) , and insulating polymers, such as polybisphenol A carbonate (PC) and polyamide (PA), is studied via semi-empirical methods using the AM1 parametrization. Several experimental studies on the issue have previously revealed that a chemical interaction exists between the couples (PAn-PC, PpY-PC and PPy-PA) during the electrochemical synthesis of PAn and PPy in the insulating host matrices. Here we present additional theoretical evidence indicating that such grafting is possible, at least for small oligomers.
Introduction
Various studies have been carried out to prove the high electrical conductivity in organic conducting polymers [llo] . The properties and characteristics of intrinsically conducting polymers make them suitable materials for several applications such as light-emitting diodes, batteries, gas sensors and activators. Some extensiveresults on the gas-sensing properties of conducting polyaniline (PAn) and polypyrrole (PPy) have been reported [ 1 l-141. In order to improve mechanical properties of conducting polymers, blending or making composites with other polymers has been proposed. Electrochemically prepared blends of polypyrrole-polyamide (PPy-PA) composite films have better properties for applications like chemical sensors, but their conformational behaviour and electronic properties are still somewhat ambiguous.
In our earlier studies, we have demonstrated that polybisphenol A carbonate (PC) is quite suitable as a host matrix polymer for PPy [ 81 and PAn [9] in composite synthesis. This was attributed to the low percolation threshold of the two polymers arising from a possible hydrogen-bonding and/ or grafting. Further proof for the above argument was given in an article that offers a significant contribution to the understanding of the possible interactions of PAn with various matrix materials such as PC and PA [ 151. PAn-PC compos-* Corresponding author.
0379-6779/96/$15.00 0 1996 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved PrI~~114~~110/0~\n11~~~~ ites are found to be promising in the detection of ammonia gas [ 13,141. This behaviour was attributed to the grafting of two polymers leading to a greater surface area, since numerous differences were reported between the as-synthesized fiIms and the simple mechanical mixtures of two polymers (namely, PPy-PC, PAn-PC and PPy-PA) . The above argument has been proven to a certain extent via X-ray electron spectroscopy (XPS) studies [ 161. Having such interesting experimental results led us to investigate the grafting capability of PAn and PPy on insulating polymers such as PC, poly (tetramethyl bisphenol A carbonate) (TMPC) and PA from a theoretical point of view with a special focus on the PPy-PA couple.
Calculations and discussion
In this study, we employed a semi-empirical quantum mechanical approach utilizing AM1 parameters [ 171. Since actual calculations of reasonably long polymer chains still seem to be computationally prohibitive, we have selected some model compounds to study the possibilities of grafting between different polymers. To represent parts of conducting polymers we select dimers of PAn (both in benzoid and quinoid forms) and PPy. The insulating polymers are modelled by ethylamide and bisphenol A carbonate. In Table 1 , we present the heats of formation of these compounds obtained by full optimization of the geometric structures. The benzoid form of the PAn dimer is more stable in the gas phase than the quinoid-benzoid form, as previously reported [ 15, 18, 19] . Pyrrole dimers can be obtained by various linkages between (Y and p carbons. Even though these structures are of similar stability, they are included in our investigations as they may display different characteristics towards grafting.
To figure out the possible existence of an exotic molecule brings out quite a challenging problem for theoreticians. Under normal conditions, the quantum chemistry offers a strong tool for analysing bonding in relatively small molecules. Even though only the gas phase structures can be studied correctly, one can carry out a large number of 'numerical experiments' to understand the stability and electronic properties where actual experiments may be too difficult or costly, However, these electronic calculations suffer from the fact that only the final products can be studied, that is, to get the reaction mechanisms under real conditions is extremely difficult. One can create a 'theoretical' molecule while, in reality, preparation of such a molecule may not be possible. Then a straightforward application of a geometry optimization algorithm does not suffice and one has to combine various bits of information to find clues. In our problem, we face a similar situation: to understand whether the bonding (grafting) between conducting and insulating polymers can exist, we have to generate such combined molecules and calculate relative stabilities, even though these stabilities do not relate to the activation energy barriers for the formation of such inter-polymer bonding.
In Table 2 , we present heats of formation of PAn-PC, PAn-TMPC, PPy-PA, PPy-PC and PPy-TMPC pairs which are depicted in Fig. 1 . The stabilities of these theoretically generated molecules do not seem to be so out of place to exclude the existence of such bonding. In addition to the stability measure, we studied the strengths of the bonds formed between two model molecules. The bond orders are all in the range 0.85495 which clearly signals relatively strong single bonds.
More reliable evidence for the existence of grafting between these molecules could be obtained if the reaction mechanisms for the formation could be established. That is, one needs to find a reasonable reaction coordinate over which the reactants can form a stable product. This process may involve breaking and forming of more than one bond. The problems of establishing the proper reaction coordinate and the observation of the correct reaction mechanism arise purely from numerical aspects of the computational procedures. At each molecular geometry, the optimum structure is obtained either by constrained or unconstrained optimization of the electronic structure with respect to coordinates of atoms. This is an optimization problem in the space of a few hundred dimensions; consequently, the number of local minima is extremely high and, unless one has additional clues to the structure (in that case there may not be any need for a theoretical approach), to find the proper reaction channel is Table 2 Enthalpies of formation and bond orders for the intermolecular bonds (N-C) a serious challenge. On the other hand, even if the computations do not reveal such a channel, one cannot exclude the possibility of the reaction.
In the light of all these difficulties, we have tried various reaction coordinates which may seem to be reasonable approximations to the grafting processes. Our first model reaction occurs between ethylamide and olcr-bipyrrole. When these two molecules come within the interaction range, there should be a hydrogen shift from the nitrogen of the pyrrole ring to the oxygen of the amide, and a bond forms between the nitrogen and the carbon of ethylamide. From a collision theory point of view, this shift occurs only when two molecules collide on a minimum energy path and if the energies are in the correct range. Since the majority of the quantum chemical calculations are within the time-independent mode (a study of quantum dynamics is still not possible for a molecule of this size), it is not easy to observe the hydrogen shift. However we were able to detect the possibility of such a mechanism, though somewhat indirectly. Our standard reaction mechanism calculations (bringing two molecules together from a large separation) based on the minimum energy reaction coordinate produced a repulsive curve with no detectable minimum. Then we tried a different approach to check whether the repulsive behaviour of the potential curve represented the actual interaction or a computational artifact, as we were not able to locate the global minima. We started from an initial configuration of two very closely lying molecules (hydrogen atom is still attached to the nitrogen of the pyrrole ring) and let it relax. In this manner we were able to generate conditions of a highly energetic collision.
In Fig. 2 , we present both curves and this new potential function which corresponds to the relaxation process clearly displays a minimum. In addition to these reaction mechanisms, we have searched various starting configurations to look for different mechanisms and another reaction possibility is detected which results in elimination of an ammonia molecule although ethylamide is now connected to a p carbon. These three processes are denoted as an artificially formed pair at very short intermolecular distance and (c) ammonia-releasing process. The detailed analysis of the electronic structures at three intermolecular distances (R( N-C) = 5 A for separated molecules, R = 1.5 A for the minimum energy structure and around R = 2.0 A for the crossing point of different potential energy functions) can be summarized as follows. Fig. 3(a) depicts the structure of the minimum energy conformation which is obtained from the relaxation path in which the hydrogen shift from the nitrogen on the pyrrole ring to the oxygen of the carbonyl group occurs around R = 1 .OO A. The N-C bond length is R = 1.50 A, the bond order is 0.882 and the total charge on the bipyrrole part of the molecule is around -0.18 au. Bond strengths of the pyrrole rings as well as the pyrrole-pyrrole bond do not show any significant difference to those of the unsubstituted bipyrrole. The bond between the oxygen and the shifted hydrogen has a length of 0.964 and order of 0.927, which point to a stable bonding between bipyrrole and ethylamide. The minimum energy conformation for the ammonia-releasing process ( Fig. 3 (b) ) corresponds to 2-(2-pyrolyl) ,3-propionylpyrrole, which actually is a lower energy conformation. However, at the moment we do not have any experimental evidence to the possibility of such a reaction and we do not pursue this process any further. The crossing point is 2.0 A for two potential curves and, even though the relaxation curve is above the repulsive one, we note that the hydrogen shift is reversed around 3.2 8, and we observe the correct asymptotic behaviour.
The calculations on other couples of insulating and conducting polymers fail to display such different characteristics or energy minima. This lack of evidence cannot be interpreted as proof of the nonexistence of the grafting. Work along these lines is still in progress.
Conclusions
We have studied the interaction mechanisms of the bipyrrole-ethylamide couple with quantum mechanical procedures. There are three different interaction pictures which can be classified as totally repulsive, two metastable states corresponding to different channels. In the light of the difficulties of the self-consistent-field method and numerical optimization procedures, we believe that all threereactionmechanisms are likely to occur, especially for polymeric systems where the intermonomer distances between different chains can ily fall into the attractive regimes. Even though the observed energy minimum is above the energy of two separate molecules, the height of the activation energy barrier (around 34 kcal/mol) is sufficient to trap a number of couples so that grafting is possible. The experimental evidence point to a very small amount of grafting, and the theoretical calculations exactly parallel these findings, that is, the bonding between pyrrole and ethylamide is likely to occur under convenient conditions.
